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THE BUYERS’
GUIDE
MWB takes a look into the news, trends, and developments of s/s 16, bringing together your
comprehensive guide to the new season.
—

u

JOULES
The new season at Joules
sees “outdoors, adventure and
wanderlust” influence its latest
collection, with silhouettes
relaxed and comfortable, and
colours rich and bold. The brand’s
sub-range, Right as Rain, welcomes
a new addition in the shape of the
waterproof mac in soft-washed
yellow, while the Seager
rubber-coated mac joins the
line-up in dark charcoal. Other
new additions will see a collection
of swimwear with sealife-inspired
prints, and a larger selection of
summer chino shorts.
—
p

NUDIE JEANS
Nudie Jeans consistently sources inspiration from its
hometown in Sweden and the local Nordic weather,
and s/s 16 is no exception. Denim highlights include
deep-washed indigo, marbled and broken–in black, and
heavy-worn, hand-repaired 70s blues. A lightweight outerwear
capsule also features, with Japanese nylons, lamb nappa and
waxed cottons across parkas, bombers and versatile worker
jackets key. Utilitarian meets contemporary heritage in a range
of small leather accessories, with “soft accessories” such as
scarves, socks and underwear also available.
—
t

LAVENHAM
p

FARAH
Farah’s s/s 16 collection adheres to its brand ethos of creating
tailored and understated garments that are progressive
through their construction, shape and silhouette. Blending
performance fabrics and a vibrant colour palette, it offers
structured nylon cotton blends combined with a range of
technical outerwear to create a premium sportswear feel.
Prints utilise primary colours, creating graphic geometric and
figurative patterns, alongside a vibrant colour palette focused
on rich shades of red, green and blue with modern colour
pops of yellow and pink.
—

British label Lavenham continues
to build on its equestrian roots
and brand heritage this season,
with a range that combines
easy-to-wear jackets and waistcoats
with fashion-forward additions
designed by the brand’s Japanese
design team. Outer fabrics include
the signature water-resistant
polyester and Brisbane Moss cotton
in a series of commercial colour
choices. Lining fabrics, meanwhile,
include patterns, stripes and
textures normally found in formal
men’s suiting.
—
>>>
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ROAMERS & SEEKERS
Following the success of its debut a/w 15 collection, this season sees
British menswear label Roamers & Seekers venturing into the US market.
The brand’s 70-piece s/s 16 collection centres on clean styling and classic
British design, providing easy-to-wear pieces created to be timeless
and made to last. Highlights include fuse-bonded fabrics, unstructured
tailoring and exclusive prints for outerwear. Also key is a progressive shirt
programme and the label’s expansion into swimwear.
—
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COLOURS & SONS
Colours & Sons’ brand
ethos sees the label stand
for “fashionable, mobile,
dynamic and sporty”,
which results in it targeting
consumers with a young and
active attitude rather than
those within a specific age
bracket. Knitwear and shirts
make up the core of Colours
& Sons’ offer. These pieces
are complemented by sports
jackets, down jackets and
accessories. Colour schemes
are carefully balanced within
in each product group.
—

p
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MERC
p

OLYMP
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WEEKEND OFFENDER
Returning with its latest
s/s collection is Weekend
Offender. Key pieces include
the Sedgwick nylon over-shirt
with cotton jersey lining;
cotton woven cargo shorts
with a “paper-touch” feel; a
cotton short-sleeve shirt with
an all-over bird print; and a
cotton T-shirt with bird print
on the neck and chest pocket.
Extra layers are provided by a
cotton fleece hoody with the
brand’s infamous logo printed
on the front chest, and a
nylon hooded jacket featuring
contrast mesh lining and trims
as well as a sleeve pocket with
reflective branding.
—
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EDEN PARK
Eden Park’s s/s 16 collection takes its inspiration from South Africa and its landscapes.
Preppy and Ivy League influences are seen throughout the brand’s emblematic pieces
– jersey, linen shirts and Bermuda shorts. Spring outfits include graphics, quality yarns,
cotton and linen blazers, Chambray and check shirts. The colour palette, meanwhile,
features shades of blue and pink, accented with khaki, red and yellow. Other highlights
include cotton chinos, twisted yarn jumpers and used-look military inspirations.
—

Although not visible at first glance,
prints dominate the s/s 16 shirting offer
from German label Olymp in its newest
collection, Sea Haze. Cuts are clean and
surface patterns are minimal, but are there
nonetheless. Colours range from mint
through to green and azure blue, inspired
by coastal landscapes, juxtaposed with bold
orange to create an interesting contrast.
Design inspiration, meanwhile, comes
from sports and streetwear, tailored to
the younger customer alongside its
formal business model.
—

The look of Merc’s s/s 16 collection
is heavily influenced by the 60s
and 70s – namely the peak of 60s
Soho, where the streets were alive
with the chant of, “We are the
Mods”. Signature looks include
smart and slim cut jackets mixed
with Sta press trousers. Tailored
check trousers, vintage-look
cotton knitted polos and
button-down check shirts all
feature and are teamed with
slim-fit shorts. Geometric
prints and paisleys are key, and
are joined by new “resort”
patterns. Colours include
70s-inspired hues of orange,
green and brown, contrasted
by bold and bright shades.
—

JOHN SMEDLEY
Making reference to the craftsmanship
elements of old, John Smedley’s latest
offering – Contemporary History – puts
a modern twist on heritage styling.
Focusing on heavyweight textures and
tone-on-tone pattern, the collection is
designed to showcase the brand’s use
of luxury fibres. Key shades for the new
season include midnight blue, silver and
Baltic blue, while signature pieces draw
inspiration from archive photography
of John Smedley’s Lea Mills factory,
transforming it into intarsia knits and
new tailored styles.
—
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GABICCI VINTAGE
Gabicci Vintage has always played a vital part in music and
youth culture, worn by the likes of The Specials and Bob
Marley and, more recently, Labrinth and Maverick Sabre.
The new season sees the brand play homage to its roots, to
Mod culture past and present, bringing together knitwear,
button-down woven shirts and tailored jackets, blended
with design inspiration taken from the catwalk. Attention
to detail is at the forefront of every collection, with the
brand’s heavy gold G remaining an iconic symbol.
—
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